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God With Us
In this book Christian Doctrine
Shirley Guthrie speaks of the
meaning of what we have come to
call "Christians":
Whatever else they may
mean, the birth stories of
Jesus emphasize
the
Christian belief
that
"God with us" is not just
a beautiful idea or an abstract theological truth.
It happened . . . it happened at a particular
place, in connection
with a particular mother
• . . . The stories of the
birth of Jesus tell us that
it is into the real world of
flesh and blood men that
God comes ...
. In this
real flesh and blood man,
Jesus of Nazareth, God
himself was uniquely
present in the world.
It should be emphasized,
however, that the story of Jesus is
not in the past tense. He continues
with us. Although most of the
articles in this issue do not directly
relate to this season of the year,
they nonetheless speak in a
profound way of the meaning of
the Incarnation: "a living spirit still
at work in our world and especially
present in the lives of persons who
continue to welcome him with
receptive hearts."
Because he came and because
he lives, we are promised and
blessed with "a spirit of power and
love and self-control." What a
better Christmas gifts could we
wantl He continues to call: "Put
your trust in the Lord Jesus, and
you will be saved." He continues
to cast out the legion of demons in
our lives, to bring us back from
doubt and despair to faith, to call
us-as
Cindy
and
David
Howard-to be continuing incarnations of his love.
In the face of such mystery and
presence, we are moved to bring
our gifts.
What gift bring you, fellow
travelerl
What present have you there
for this God-Kingl
-the Editor

"TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY
THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR
MEANING ...
TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION
... TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING
THE MEANING
OF COD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
- EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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To Mary,
Mother of
Our Lord

0 Mary , how my spirit sings
that in a form so like my own
God hid the Grace that was his Son
and through thy flesh did make him
known .
What beauty in thee dwelt
that God Himself did thee adore?
What love for God burned in thy depths ·
that caused the heart of God to melt?
What light and love indwelled thy form
that Jesus Christ could nourished be?
What peace was pr esent in th y he ar t
that all God 's fullness slept in thee?
0 Mary, thou didst s leep with fire
and yield with s uch complet e desire,
That molten flame your Spirits meshed
and God was, loath to leave the flesh
where he was fully known.
Tha t flesh which tore upon the t ree
took shape within thy soul.
It was a woman's blood which flowed
to help the Christ endure the load
on the cross-way to Calvary .

My soul praises t he Lord
and my spirit rejo ices in God
my Savio r,
for he has been mindful of t he
humble state of his servant.
From now on all generations wi ll
cal l me blessed,
for the Mighty One has done
great th ings fo r meho ly is his name.
Luke 1:46-49 N IV

0 Je s us, 1would give my flesh
to clothe the bone s of thy desire
To bear within thyse lf the pa in
to see Crea t io n bo rn again
within the hea rt o f God.
0 Christ, I yield myself to thee,
my b lood to feed thy heart.
Perform within the heart of me
ano t her Holy Mystery
and make me Mary 's child.
-Bett y W. Talbe rt

Betty W. Talbert, of Winston-Salem, north Carol ina, is on the staff of
Trinity Center, a center for cou nseling, spiritu al develo pment, and
religious ed ucation.
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"Cod did not give us a spirit of timidity but a spirit of power

love

seff.control."
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By ROBERTE. SEYMOUR
n response to that inevitable question, "What did

I you get for Christmas?" there are always a broad
range of answers. But we need to be reminded that
Christmas is centered in Jesus Christ and that with
Christ there has come to us far more than a baby
born a long time ago: a living spirit still at work in our
world and especially present in the lives of persons
who continue to welcome him with receptive
hearts.
The Epistle to Timothy may seem an unlikely place
to look for a Christmas text; but here we read of the
appearing of our Saviour, not only ages ago but
now. And the author speaks of how, through Jesus,
God has given us "a spirit of power and love and
self-control." Here are "three gifts for you."
The Gift of Power
We have often thought of Christians as self.
effacing, humble and meek; but Timothy reminds
us that God has not given us a spirit of timidity.
Because of Christ we are able to stand up and be
counted; we are able to speak out and not be
silenced; we are able to combat evil and not be
overcome. We can take heart in our assertiveness,

Robert E. Seymour and his wife Pearl were recently honored for their
twenty-five years of ministry in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. With deep
caring and sensitivity, they have touched every facet of life in that
community.
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for we know that through Christ God is with us and
we're not alone. Christians should have no occasion
to be cowering in the corners or intimidated to
inactivity. The Book of Acts tells us that when the
people of Jerusalem saw the boldness of Peter and
John, whom they judged to be common folk without
much promise, they wondered; and then they
"recognized that they had been with Jesus."
This unashamed, unapologetic, assertive stance is
possible because of Christmas, for we know that
God is with us. Because the angel said to Mary, "The
power of the Most High will overshadow you,"
what would never have otherwise occurred became
possible. And something similar to this happens
wherever there are those who believe. Timothy says
this happens "not in virtue of our work but in virtue
of God's own purpose" (2:9). This is a reminder that
the triumph of righteousness and truth against the
powers of this world ultimately depends not upon us
but upon what God has promised to do through us.
And we can rely on that. We become an
empowered people when we bank our lives on such
assurances.
Have you ever had occasion to endure some
adversity, or to speak out against some injustice, or
to persevere through some obstacle course, and
then to exclaim at last, "I didn't know I had it in
me!" Chances are you didn't have it in you! More
likely God met you in the midst of your life and saw
you through. People like Herod look for great

.....

symbols of power in our world; but you and I should
know that the power of God is often manifested in
unlikely places, in unexpected ways, and among
ordinary people. That was clearly the case on that
first Christmas, and it is still true. God has not given
us the spirit of timidity but of power.
The Spirit of love

Most people associate love with Christmas, but not
everyone has the same perception of what that love
looks like. Last year Bloomingdale's Department
Store in New York City was open for business on the
Sundays of Advent, and the store advertised in the
New York Times with the following headline:
"Bloomingdale's has a Sunday kind of love for
Christmas." Beneath the headline were these words:
"Andy Warhol will autograph his latest book. Our
halls will be alive with disco. Strolling mimes will
entertain you, and a talking robot from the future
will tell you your fortune." Somehow I had trouble
connecting any of these things with "A Sunday kind
of love for Christmas." As someone put it, "Jesus is
the reason for the season."

We identify Christ and Christmas as calls to
let the spirit of Christ pervade our lives, to

let his love be our love . ...
Surely for us the kind of love we associate with
Christmas is a love that is freely given: a love that
reaches out to others; a love that strengthens,
sacrifices and saves. A man who was rescued at sea
after several days of clinging to debris to keep from
drowning was asked by a reporter how he managed
to survive. He answered, "I thought constantly of
my family, the awareness of their love for me kept
me going." Something akin to this is what we
celebrate at Christmas: the conviction that God
cares for us, that we are important to God, that God
will never cast us aside. And in the awareness of this
enduring love, we can keep going.
What would life be without love? Paul put it
plainly when he said, "If I have not love, I am
nothing." Without love life adds up to zero. If there
is no love at the birth of a child, what promise has
that child? If there is no love in a family, how can
that family survive? If you have no love in your work,
it becomes unbearable. If there is no love at the hour
of death, there is only despair.
After all these years, Olivia de Havilland, who
played the part of Melanie in Gone With The Wind,
has written her autobiography. In it she says this
about her part:
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The role of Melanie meant a very great deal
to me ... for the source of her strength was
love. For a little while I lived her life, I felt
her love, felt her trust, felt her faith. And experienced "her happiness."
As Christians we identify Christ and Christmas as
calls to let the spirit of Christ pervade our lives, to let
his love be our love. It is a love that loves for love's
sake only. It is a love with no hidden agenda, that
continues loving despite the response, that does not
depend on reciprocity.
Is it really true that "the gift without the giver is
bare"? What is a gift without love? My guess is that
the gifts you cherish most are not those prompted by
duty, given out of guilt, offered as obligation, or
exchanged through custom, but the gifts which are
motivated by the giver's love for you.
So it is with God's love for us. It is the one thing we
want most of all and without which life is hardly
living-a strong dependable love that never gives up
on us.
An aging woman who lives alone said to me
recently, "People keep asking me what I want for
Christmas, and I tell them I don't need anything."
Then she proceeded to tell me how hard it is to be
by herself and how much she appreciates the
attentiveness of her nieces and neighbors. The more
she talked, the more clearly I heard her saying,
"What I really need and want more than anything
else is the assurance that somebody loves me."
Christmas gives that assurance: "Unto you is born
a Saviour." Christ is God's love manifest, reaching
out to each of us.
The Gift of Self-Control

What is it that controls your life? Dr. Scott Peck,
the author of the widely read book The Road Less
Traveled, says in his more recent book, The People
Of The Lie, that every person has some major point
of reference in his or her life which shapes the life
and becomes its guiding principle.
Mental health requires that the human will
submit itself to some principle that takes
precedence over what we might want at
any given moment. For the religious this
principle is God, and so they will say, "Thy.
will, not mine, be done." But if they are
sane, even the nonreligious submit themselves, whether they know it or not, to some
'higher power' -be it truth or love, the
needs of others, or the demands of reality.
(p. 162)
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Christians are those for whom love should be the life
principle, those who are able to relate to most
situations asking, "What would love require of me?
What is the loving response?"
Through Christ's coming you and I have been
given the highest life principles to which we can
appeal, for now love is something more than an
abstract emotion. We have seen love incarnate in a
human being; we have beheld the image of what a
fully loving life looks like. That familiar passage in
Philippians puts it so well:
Let this mind be in you which was in Christ
Jesus.... If there is any encouragement in
Christ, have the same love and do nothing
from selfishness or conceit; and let each of
you look to the interests of others ....
Humble yourself and become obedient;
empty yourself and take the form of a servant.
Such is the life-style we have seen in him who
appeared in Bethlehem and to which we are called:
a life controlled by love.

The Worldly Way
It is interesting to note that several alternate
translations render this third gift not as "self-control"
but as "a sound mind." We may be idealistically
committed to the mind of Christ as a "sound mind,"
but our world seldom sees it that way. From our
Lord's perspective our world must look somewhat
demented. Symptomatic of the discrepancy was a
telling slip of the tongue once made by our President
at a news conference: "We have tried turning our
plowshares into swords and it did not work."
Quickly correcting himself and reversing the words,
he said, "We have tried turning our swords into
plowshares." But of course the truth is that we've
never really tried it; we have trouble equating the
mind of Christ with a "sound mind" or as a
controlling principle in the policies of our corporate
life.
My father never cared much for Christmas
because of the excessive way we celebrate it. I recall
his saying annually, "I'll be glad when all this
Christmas confusion is over." I-le was an orderly
man, and he didn't like for things to get out of hand.
Every Christmas morning he made his point with
what became for us a family ritual. In his dresser
drawer he had a harmonica, and he played it only
once a year. On Christmas morning after Santa Claus
had come and all the presents were unwrapped, he
would go to the dresser and bring out the harmonica
and play the Doxology, as if to say, "We've survived
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another one; now let's get back to business as
usual." This somehow strikes me as the way much of
the world feels about Christmas. All this emphasis
upon love and giving begins to seem threatening
and impossible to sustain; things seem to be getting
out of hand. We feel more comfortable settling back
into those same old familiar ruts of so-called realism
and self-interest.
In John Fowles novel Daniel Martin Jane says to
Dan, "I should never have left the church."
He replies, "You should never have gone into it in
the first place."
"It's designed for people like me," she protests.
"Who won't believe in love?" Daniel asks.
[No] "who fear it so much."
When we see what love would require of us were
it to become the controlling principle of our lives,
we back away, fearful of all the ways we would be
forced to change. We get a glimpse of it at
Christmas. At first it looks appealing, but then
threatening; and we back away. Let's have the
courage not to back away this year but be willing to
run the risk of extending the spirit of love far beyond
the "Christmas Season."
I have entitled this article "Three Gifts for You";
but actually it is one gift: love's controlling power. It
strikes me as having a Trinitarian ring to it, one gift
manifested in three ways__
; love, representing Christ;
control, representing the Holy Spirit; and power,
representing the Creator.

The triumph of righteousness and truth
against the powers of this world ultimately
depends not upon us but upon what God
has promised to do through us.
One biblical commentary points out that in these
three words we have capsulated a remarkable fusion
of Hebraic, Christian, and Greek virtues. Power
stands for the Hebraic intensity of life, love for the
warm affection of a self-giving Christian life, and selfcontrol for a Greek's disciplined and harmoniously
balanced life. This triad of virtue is what Timothy
urges his readers to rekindle. Do not neglect God's
gift to you, he urges, stir it up.
i pray that during the activities of this season you
are experiencing God's gift within your life, a
resurgence of love's controlling power--the Spirit of
the Living Christ taking hold.
Hear this good news: "God has not given you a
spirit of timidity but a spirit of power and love and
self-control." Through Jesus Christ, Our Saviour and
Lord. Amen -----··
MISSION
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W AT GIFT BRING YOU?
What gift bring you, Eula Davy,
To give the Christ Child on this Christmas

Day?

0

Oh, Lord, I have no skill for crafting,
Nor money for the purchase of a gift.
I have no time for humble adoration.
I am ashamed to say I have no gift.
But everyone must bring a gift, dear lady.
Come now and offer what you have.
If give I must, then give I shall.
I bring a thousand chocolate pies
and half again as many banana puddings,
along with tender, sweet green peas
wrapped in creamy sauce.
I bring worn-out dresses
still warm from wearing
and ragged men's tennis shoes,
holey from pressures of misshapened feet.
I bring tears shed over the graves
of husband, eight-year-old son,
and forty-five-year-old daughter.
I bring two confused and angry grandsons
abandoned by their mother;
and along with them
I bring line upon line of blue jeans
drying in the chill winter wind,
and rack on rack of freshly ironed shirts
hanging limp in the moist summer heat.
Last of all, Lord, I bring you
weariness and agonizing pain,
clothed in a soft and caring body that has
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been crushed by heartbreak stretching into
night.
That's all I have to give, Lord.
I have no other gift but me.

What gift bring you, sweet Jonas baby,
To share with that other baby born long

ago?
I am too young to be a giver.
Childhood is the time for gift-receiving.

You know that all must bring a gift
Regardless of their age.
I say no more.
If give I can, then give I will.
Here is gratefulness for seven teeth
and two Ritz crackers.
I bring almost constant smiling,
and for good measure, outright laughter.
Desiring to be held and loved,
I bring a soft, warm cuddly body.
I bring the music of a banged-on piano
and lyrics sung in language without words.
I bring sleepless nights of crying;
and the sheer ecstasy of a multi-colored
balloon.
I bring out-stretched arms, unsteady gait,
sparkling eyes, and a love of hats.
I'm sorry I could not share more with the baby.
I'm just a child myself, you see.
I have no other gift to bring but me.

If give I may, then gladly will I give.
I bring you first a heart full of thanksgiving
for sun-drenched winter mountains
and rushing waters in the early spring.
I bring gentle touches for a world
enveloped in an agonizing pain.
I bring songs unsung and deeds undone,
waiting for your stirring touch.
I bring bushels of regrets, heaped up and
running over, and at their side,
I place a multitude of sin.
And last of all, I bring you wordsthought prints, mulled over, outspoken,
written down, and God-given.
It's all I have to give, this gift of self.
So gave they all the gift of self.
And so received the Christ Child three different gifts:
Eula the simple gift of unending service,
and in return received a halo of wavy, snowwhite hair,
and finally peace and rest one December
day.
For the Jonas baby's gift of sheer, abundant joy,
he was given tender loving hands to hold him,
and promise of a lifetime of oportunities to give.
I gave to him a rebellious nature,
Tempered with a contrite heart,
And I received the peace of his forgiveness.

What gift bring you, fellow traveler?
What present have you there
for his God-King?

What gift bring you, my wayward child?
How honor you that tiny King?
Oh, Lord, no gift this rebel has
That is worthy of the King of Kings.

-Wilma

Buckner

No gift's too small for the newborn King.
You know my word. Bring forth your gift.

0
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LETT E FAIT

RETURN

Leave yourself open to the guidance of the Holy Spirit. The return to faith is
not a journey you can force yourself to take alone.
By WILMA C. BUCKNER
am a doubter who believes-or
maybe I'm a
I believer
who doubts. In November, 1953, I was
buried with Christ in baptism and raised to walk "in
newness of life." Since that time I have wandered in
fields of darkness as I searched for the fullness of
light. During my last period of darkness, which
lasted almost exactly one year, I began to wonder
why I had always been able to return to full faith
instead of drifting away from God entirely as many
doubters do.
I do not, as many Christians advise, read my Bible
daily and pray without ceasing during my hours of
discouragement. I suppose I know that that might
bring me back whole and complete to the faith I
once held. But when I am disappointed in God,
doubting his caring, I don't want to read or pray. I
do not want to be talked to by God or talk to him.
Yet in the depths of my soul, there is the longing to
be whole and his again.
The second admonition I have often heard is to
confess and repent. Despite convictions of many of
my brothers and sisters, it has been times of great
strength and commitment, not times of great sin,
that preceded my darkness.
Knowing that I am not alone in my floundering, I
would like to share with other doubters what I have
found helpful in making a time of growth out of days
of anguish.
If you are not sure you need this article, consider
the following questions:
Are you one of those whose faith is marked by
moments of darkness and doubt?
Has there ever been a time in your life since you
became a Christian that you have doubted the
fullness, even the reality of God?
A free-lance writer living in Gray, Tennessee, Wilma C. Buckner is also
director of the HOSPICE program in Johnson City, Tenneessee.
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Have you felt your prayers were not getting past
the ceiling-a time when you despaired of praying at
all, for it seemed that God heard none of your
prayers though you wept in anguish?
Have there been Sunday mornings when you
thought, "What's the use?" and wanted to turn over
and go back to sleep-and maybe you did?
Have you met to worship and gone home empty
and discouraged, aching for the feeling of new
creaturehood that you experienced at the time of
your conversion?
Have you watched a son or daughter, a spouse, a
parent, or a friend walk through the valley of the
shadow of doubt and discouragement and felt
helpless, not knowing how to encourage him or her?
If you can answer "yes" to any of these, then this
article is my gift to you. From my moments, hours,
days, months of wrestling with angels and devils, I
bring you these six suggestions as to how you can let
the faith return.
First, don't panic. Don't try to force the return of
faith. Discouragement can become a means of
growth. The Lord may be preparing you for a new
work, may be teaching you new sensitivity, or
opening your eyes to new truths by leading you
through the valley of darkness. Isaiah 40:28-31,
committed to memory before the time of doubt
comes, can be a mainstay. It is a comfort to know
that God understands that even the young grow
weary and the strong stumble, and that "those who
wait on the Lord will gain new strength."
Waiting on the Lord, however, does not mean
being passive. While you wait for the Lord to bring
you back to him in his own good times, there are
things you can do. It is important to continue to live
a morally upright life. Sin is a great separator and
many times it is at the root of our unbelief. To allow

ourselves to sink deeper into sin is to make the
journey back to faith more difficult, though not
impossible.
It is easier to live that morally upright life if one
continues to keep company with Christians. Often
the first thing a doubting Christian does is to drop
out of the fellowship of believers. That is a very
dangerous thing to do. It is sometimes harder to
come back to the church family than it is to
reestablish fellowship with God.
Disappointment with and discouragement from
other Christians may lead us to blame fellow
Christians for our doubt. It may be necessary to visit
other congregations for a while to avoid the
pressures of familiarity. Be assured, however, that
switching congregations or denominations is not the
answer to a weak faith. We must learn that the
weakness of relationships between ourselves and
other Christians is not valid reason to question
God's reality. God gave us each other as a source of
strength. We learn in the twelfth chapter of 1
Corinthians that we are to suffer with one another.
Give your fellow Christians the opportunity of
suffering with you by continuing you relationship
with them.
In a similar vein, it is important not to lose touch
with biblical thought. Often the doubting and
discouraged withdraw from the Scripture, unable in
their weakness to study or pray. It is important to
maintain an openness to God even if one cannot do
so in conventional ways. A magazine in a doctor's
office, especially one published by a Christian group
other than the one to which you belong, is not too
threatening. A radio program can offer just the right
word of holding-on that we need. During my last
valley of doubt, I heard a radio preacher speaking of
the problem of separation from God. He said, "The
relationship continues even if the fellowship is
missing." It was the message of the prodigal son in

nine words. I held to it tightly until my faith
returned.
In a book I once had the writer stated that while
not all churches are equal in biblical teaching, we
should take pieces of God where we find them. So it
is with magazines and radio programs. There may be
only a thread of God in some of them, but that may
be all we need to open us to the return of faith.
While we may find a thread of God in the products
of man, spending time with nature surrounds us
with the products of God. Time spent in the quiet of
nature has a calming effect on the spirit. It is no
accident that David said in Psalm 23, "The Lord is
my shepherd, I shall not want. He maketh me to lie
down in green pastures, he leadeth me beside still
waters, he restoreth my soul."
Spend some time thinking about the consistency
of nature in the presence of variety and uniqueness
displayed in color, structure, and form. Let your
thanksgiving flow-even if it has no focus in God at
first. From thankfulness for the creation may soon
, come thanksgiving to the Creator.
As you wait for the love of God to surround you
again, do what you can to remedy the situation that
contributed to your doubt and discouragement.
You may need to set new, more realistic goals;
rearrange priorities; give more time, money, or self;
confess your sins; work harder; relax more; quit
expecting so much of others and yourself. As you do
these things, leave yourself open to the guidance of
the Holy Spirit. This return to faith is not a journey
you can force yourself to take alone. Romans 8:2627 tells us that in weakness, we are not alone. The
Spirit himself is with us.
Doubting? Lonely without fellowship with God?
Fear not. The Father waits patiently at the door. He
will wrap you in garments of love if you just let the
faith return.
·-··--·-·-·--···--·-------··----·--·------····-····-····-··MISSION

When an ideal becomes the dominant norm of what must be achieved by the members of a community, there
are a variety of responses, all of which are destructive of "life together." Some people recognize that they cannot meet the expectations and, because they are not able to pretend, they despair of their belonging. Others
who are perfectionists increase their strivings, become themselves "i<eepers of the rules," and issue pronouncements of judgment.
A more common response is to conform to the ideal by representing all the negative qualities in one's self.
Many of us are lost in this way. We develop an unreal personality . ... We put on masi<s for others and finally
come to believe in them ourselves.
From Elizabeth O'Connor,

Search for Silence
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Damon the jailkeeper was obviously angry.
Actually, he was frightened; but for the squat, thickshouldered man fright always took the public face of
anger. His bulging thighs and veined calves strained
at the leather thongs criss-crossing them as he
angled quickly up the dark cobblestoned street
toward his simple home. He had to talk to his wife,
prisoners or no prisoners. He slowed as that nagging
conversation with those two Jews from Palestine
grabbed at his mind.
But greater than those two Jews was the memory
of the last meeting of the priestesses and the final
meeting scheduled tonight. He shook his head
sharply as if the action would shove the Jews and
their disturbing message away from his city. He had
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his own problems now.
The jailkeeper's broad face was fixed and
unsmiling. Not that a smile would have improved
the craggy visage that much. Although the lineage of
the ancient Greeks had forged his rnind, there was
enough barbarian blood coursing through his veins
to dilute the classic features into a thick-nosed,
scowling countenance. That, and his unpopular job,
made hirn and his family virtually outcasts in this
riverside city of the Roman province of Macedonia.
Of course, that was only the exterior man, the part
the Captain of the Roman garrison saw. And valued.
Damon the jailkeeper was that rarity among Roman
hirelings, an honest man. He lived on his salary, he
took no bribes ... and he was illiterate, with all that
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went with that word.
Damon's wife, Lymnia, knew of his burning fight
to learn; but there was no precedent for a man, a
worker, learning to read. Besides, as the two of them
agreed, where would he get manuscripts or folios?
These were reserved for the educated leaders and
the rich men, and they would never loan them to a
crude jailkeeper! He had come from a rural area in
the north of Macedonia, where learning was not
only frowned on, but feared. Nevertheless, the
hunger for knowledge remained, particularly the
hunger for knowledge of the gods.
And now, with age, that craving was expanding.
He had been spending more and more time on
solitary walks where he could peer out toward the

sea or upward toward the high ridge behind their
town. At these times he would force his mind
through the labyrinths of the ancient Greek
philosophies, those scattered ideas he had picked
up from chance encounters with rich men or
wandering scholars. When he came home long after
dark from his trudging, muttering walks, he would
frown at his wife and pause before asking some
unanswerable question.
"The town leaders say . . . there is a god for
everything. But some gods are stronger than others.
If that is so, why do we call the weak ones gods?
Why don't we just make sacrifices to the strong
ones, and let them protect us from the weak ones?
Hmmm?" He would wait for Lymnia to answer.
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"HMMM?" But he knew she would not answer, and
in truth he didn't expect an answer. She just waited
until he forged his own. She would only comment
about the answers he dredged up for himself. "I
heard," he said, lowering his voice as in a
conspiracy, "that a new religion has started in
Palestine that says there is only one god. Imagine!
Such a limited view that they can only devise a single
god to do the work of all of our gods." Lymnia
would just keep stirring the single bubbling pot that
would be their supper. "Hmmm?" He would wait,
blank-eyed. "HMMMM?"
Lymnia could never understand where he got all
of the questions. They seemed to bubble up from
some passionate cauldron to confuse and irritate her
intense husband. As a jailer, he was a success. She
knew he did exactly as he was told; he was stern but
fair to the prisoners; he never complained about the
short pay or the long hours. But why, she wondered,
had her father not gotten a man for her who just
worked? If Damon could be paid by the question,
they would be rich!
The sun had long since set, and he had gone for
his nightly check of the jail. Damon's thick military
sandals caught on a stone and he almost fell. But he
appeared not to notice, so intent was he on talking
with L.ymnia. He twisted through the low rock wall
surrounding their small house. "Lymnia? Wife!"
She hurried through the door, some sewing still in
her hands. "Why are you here?" she asked
nervously. "Did a prisoner escape?"
He waved her into silence. "You know better. If
that happened, I would be down in the jail myself,
dead on my sword. Those are the rules." He paced
the tiny front room of the three-room house like a
caged wild animal. "I had to talk to you. Do you
remember those two Jews I told you about?"
"The ones from Palestine?"
"Yes, those two." He slumped onto a homemade
stool which was rough and solid like its owner. "I
just put them in jail for something they probably did
not do ...
but with the Roman soldiers, that's
common."
"That's not the reason you've been running. Why
are you worried?"
"Yesterday ... I followed them." His words were
slow and slightly tinged with embarassment. "I
heard one of them speak."
L.ymnia frowned uncertainly. "You didn't tell me
that."
"I ... didn't want to concern you with my work."
Both of them knew that was a transparent lie. He
told her everything about his work. In fact, for over a
Jack Boyd is Professor of musicology and church music at Abilene
Christian University, Abilene, Texas.
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year he had been telling her everything about
everything. She was his guide book in his quest for
information, the chart that kept him from blind-end
questioning. "One of my informants told me they
were down near the river, so I went there. One of
them began talking ... to a woman."
"A Jew? Talking in public to a woman?" She was
suddenly interested. "About what?"
"His religion."
"About his gods?" She couldn't believe it. "A Jew
talking to a woman?"
Damon spread his hands in amazement. "She was
that dealer in cloth and dye who lives in the Jewish
Quarter. I thought he would tell her something
about her god, because it was the last day of the
week, and that's their time for meeting."
Lymnia was suddenly wary. She remembered their
argument far into the previous night. She turned to
glance at the stolid face which was twisted with what
she first thought was concentration, but which she
now knew to be fear. "Damon."
She waited
apprehensively until he brought his tumbling
thought back under control. "Damon, don't talk
about the Jews now. I have to ask you if we will be
walking to the meeting of the Melissae when the
moon rises tonight?" A plain woman, worn from low
pay and social nonacceptance, she brushed a stray
wisp of hair with a nervous gesture. Her thin, bony
face searched his broad, flat one for signs of
understanding. She knew Damon feared the bluerobed priestesses who met in the ancient quarry.
She also feared them; but for the sake of the future of
her daughter, and her own standing in the
community, the fear had to be conquered.
Damon rubbed his hands nervously on his rough
skirt-robe. He had taken Lymnia to one such
meeting. Never had Damon experienced such a
fiery passion in his soul. He, with his history of total
control of his mind and actions, found he could not
stop his body from twitching at the constantly
repeated rhythms of the two sweating drummers
and the nasal whine of the reedy au Jos. The wailing
chant-like music and the flickering lanterns had
virtually robbed them of their minds while they were
in the old quarry. It was as if he had taken some of
that strange powder one of his prisoners had offered
him once in exchange for freedom. He remembered
watching as that prisoner had touched some to his
nose, and then fell onto a pile of straw, smiling
madly and completely unable to speak. Damon
feared the worship of the Melissae, those priestesses
of the Earth Mother, as he had feared that man and
his powder.
"That's why we must talk. I have heard some
fantastic things from those Jews. They talked to this

cloth seller, and then ... "
"Are we going to the meeting of the Melissae
tonight?" Her voice was strained.
"That's why I have to talk to you. These Jews ... "
"NO!" she interruped angrily. "We'll talk about
that later. You know the priestesses have chosen our
daughter, and we have to give our decision
tonight." She turned nervously. "You know how
important it is ... for our daughter."
"Yes," Damon said slowly. "I know how she will
be accepted in this town as she has never been
accepted ... and so will we if we allow our daughter
to do what the other priestesses do." He leaped up,
his fists clenched. Lymnia was afraid he was going to
strike her. "Those women, with their incense and
strange music, are just common ... "
"NO! They are our priestesses! They are our own
voices to our gods."
He stalked around the room, his arms twitching
nervously. "I know what they do! They invite special
men, the rich ones, into their small 'worship' rooms
and then they ... "
Lymnia clamped her hands over her ears. "But
they have chosen our daughter. They choose only
one each season, and this is for the Spring, the most
important time of the year. It will bring us special ...
She began sobbing softly.
"But the Jews said ... "
"Can they promise what the priestesses promise?
With our daughter's beauty she will soon be one of
the leaders, and you know what that means for us."
She leaned closer, her eyes brimming with tears.
"Acceptation by our town. Not just our neighbors, but
by the entire city. We will be more than ... "
"Than just a jailer and his wife?" He shrugged
helplessly. But he still had to say what had touched
him so deeply less than an hour before. "Wife, we
will attend the Melissae gathering when the moon
has risen, but first you must hear me. Sit!" She
dropped onto the worn carpet covering part of the
packed dirt floor. He began pacing the tiny room.
"You remember what it was like, that visit to the
Melissae? There was darkness and that strange smell
of incense. We went at moonrise then, also, and
they forced us to stand for over four hours. You
remember how we tried to whisper; but something,
the incense or what they gave us to drink, or
something, almost blinded our minds." Damon
stopped his pacing and stood transfixed as the
remembered fear returned to him. "Yes, and there
was that constant rhythm from the small drums and
that melody on the double aulos, over and over and
over." He whirled on her. "Do you remember our
trying to talk, but all we had were simple words, like
children?" His voice became a hoarse whisper.

"They stole our minds that night, Lymnia. They stole
our minds for those few hours ... as they will steal our
daughter's mind for her entire life."
The hands of the frail, terrified woman clenched
into pale claws as remembrance flowed through
reluctant ears. "But this is the way of our people,
Damon," she sobbed. "These are our priestesses
who speak for our gods. These are not gods of those
fat, pompous rich men who waste their time down
on the Acropolis in Athens. The Melissae come
from here, in Philippi. They know our people, and
they know our needs." Her voice trailed off into a
keening moan. "And ... they need our daughter, for
OU r city."
The jailer, normally stolid with an impassive face,
fell to his knees before his shattered wife. "Lymnia ...
Wife ...
listen to this question. I have bored and
tortured you with my questions for months and
years. But you must listen to this one, and this time
you must give me an answer." He lifted her tearstained and fear-wreathed face. His voice had an
unaccustomed gentleness. "Do you hear? This time
it must be you who speaks."
She looked up, startled at the remarkable change
in this voice she had heard but not heard for so
many years. She nodded dully.
"I followed the two Jews and watched as they
talked to the seller of bright cloth. They talked most
of the afternoon, and ... "
"About what?"
"That was the thing. They talked about this great
single god of theirs, and how the god had a son who
was the true ruler of the earth. But ... "-Damon's
voice broke at the rememberance-"
both the
father-god and the son-god ruled with kindness, and
love ... and each man and woman-do you hear me,
Wife?-each man and each woman must be thought
of as a child of that father-god and a sister to that
son-god. It is the responsibility of each child to be a
good son or daughter, and the father-god will take
care of each of his children ... as a father down here
takes care of and loves his own child." Gently as if
taking a fragile flower in his hands, Damon cupped
Lymnia's face in his hands. "Now, you must answer
this question ... for me, and for our daughter. Do the
Melissae love your daughter as you love her, and for
the same reason?"
A great sob welled up in Lymnia's throat. She
threw back her head as if to take a breath, but only a
rasping wail would come out. All the years of
frustration and social ostracism boiled to the surface.
She knew what the Melissae could do for her ... but
at the cost of her daughter.
Gently her husband's lips touched her forehead.
Then he held her and rocked her to and fro, lightly,
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like a sick child. He had never touched her this way,
not in their entire lives. "This question is the one you
must answer, Wife. Our daughter is the die which
will be thrown." He glanced through the small,
crude open window. "The moon has risen. In a few
minutes we must go. Sleep a while, and then answer
the question."
He pulled Lymnia's head over on his shoulder as
he lay on the rough texture of the rug. A great wave
of relief, like cool water on a fevered face, fell over
Damon. He had said it! He had placed his thoughts
in order, and he had used some of the words of
those Jews he had spoken with briefly when he had
closed the door to their cell. Like a sea mist blowing
away, his mind cleared. Unaccountably, he slept.
Suddenly, some dust dropped from the ceiling of
their small room onto his face, and immediately after
there was a groaning sound from the timbers
framing the small house. Groggily, Damon leaped to
his feet shouting and pulling Lymnia through the
door. "Earthquake! Get outside. We must ... the jail!
If the earthquake hits the jail, the prisoners ... " The
rest of the sentence was lost in the grunt as he

climbed on top of the stone fence so he could see
down the hill to the center of the town. At that
instant there was a flare of light, probably from the
oil merchant's store just across the narrow street
from the jail. In the flickering glare Damon could see
a huge billowing dust cloud about the jail itself.
Horror striken, he climbed down and grabbed his
wife in a fierce embrace. "I must ... go to the jail."
"NO!" She stumbled as she reached for him,
trying with her slight body to block his path to
almost sure death. "You can't go. Not there. If a
prisoner has escaped ... " Her tightening throat cut
off the rest of the sentence.
"Wife," Damon said roughly, "I have lived my life
with honesty, and I will keep it with me ... for as long
as it is necessary. Without the honesty, I am
nothing." He started to run, but stopped abruptly
and turned. He fixed her with a level stare. She
stood transfixed. "Lymnia. If I do not return, you
know that you will have to make the decision about
the Melissae. Think of the gods ... all of them." Then
he broke into ·a stomping run through the rough,
dark streets toward the jail. And those Jews he had
been forced to imprison just before dark.

About midnight Paul and Silas, at their prayers, were singing praises to Cod, and the other prisoners were
listening, when suddenly there was such a violent earthquake that the foundations of the jail were shaken; all
the doors burst open and all the prisoners found their fetters unfastened. The jailer woke up to see the prison
doors wide open, and assuming that the prisoners had escaped, drew his sword intending to kill himself. But
Paul shouted, "Do yourself no harm; we are all here."
The jailer called for lights, rushed in and threw himself down before Paul and Silas, trembling with fear. He
then escorted them out and said, "Masters, what must I do to be saved?"
They said, "Put your trust in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved, you and your household." Then they
spoke the word of the Lord to him and to everyone in his house. At that late hour of the night he took them
and washed their wounds; and immediately afterwards he and his whole family were baptized. He brought
them into his house, set out a meal, and rejoiced with his whole household in his new-found faith in Cod.
Acts 16:25-34 NEB
MISSION

Forgiveness is really a most profound and searching experience; and it takes two persons, each sacrifica/ly
desirous of achieving it, before it can be perfected. In the pardoner, the passion for saviorhood must submerge
all disgust at the sin in love for the sinner; and in the pardoned, desire for a new life must create sacrificial
willingness to hate and forsake the evil and humbly accept a new chance. It follows, therefore, that no one can
forgive another, no matter how willing he may be do to so, unless the recipient fulfills the conditions that
make pardon possible. Forgivenessis a mutual operation; no forgetting or good will on the part of one person
is forgiveness at all; and the attitude in the forgiven man that makes the reception of pardon possible is
negatively penitence and positively faith .... That Cod in Christ is willing to forgive is the Christian Gospel;
and if we go unforgiven it is for lack of faith.
From Harry E. Fosdick, The Meaning of faith
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THE MAN OF SIX THOUSAND DEMONS
By DENNIS CRAWFORD

I watched as he walked down the street toward his house. Merchants stopped their hawking. Children ran
to their mother's side and stood wide-eyed while he passed their homes. Crown men ducked into alleys.
Everybody in the little town noticed that Legion was home-for it was no ordinary homecoming. Legion had
been written off the town roll years ago when he began to spend all his time running, falling, screaming, and
being a general nuisance to people in the area. I met him only yesterday near Cadara on the Sea of Galilee.
We had heard his howls for at least a mile. Shrieks that would turn a lien hunter's heart into an ice-pack
rolled from his cave and bounced off the rocks. Local fol/<lore had it that Legion could even scare the jackets
and wild dogs. I believed it. Sometimes he screamed, sometimes he moaned; but it was the noise of torment
- always chilling.
I was reminding myself that Legion was a man just like me and others when he jumped from behind a rock.
Our little group jerked with fright. Then I could see, in person, why travelers avoided this pass.
It was Legion. Except for the pieces of chain around his ankles and wrists, he was naked as the day he was
born. His hair was matted with dirt and blood and his scruffy beard was wet with flecks of froth from his
drooling. He bled from several cuts. When he screamed, the tendons stretched in his neck and misshaped his
mouth. His eyes darted from side to side. At times his gaze seemed threatening - then I thought I could see
fear in his glance. I didn't doubt my fear.
We were all afraid-except Jesus. He continued to walk toward Legion. As he walked, he repeated over and
over, "Come out of this man, you evil spirit." The man started toward Jesus and I almost turned and ran. But I
noticed he was not menacing-he
was begging. "Do not torture me." As he moved toward Jesus, his eyes
never left the Master's.
At this point I was distracted by a herd of pigs that had been grazing nearby. They seemed to lose their
collective mind and trotted off a bluff into the sea. When I looked back at the Legion, he was relaxed.
Legion had completely changed. In a few minutes, Legion and Jesus were talking quietly in the shade of a
big rock. After washing and getting into some clothes, Legion begged to travel with us; but the Master told him
to go home and let others look at the work of Cod. He obeyed.
I followed. As I watched his wife and children smother him with hugs and kisses, I rejoiced and considered
the one who had made him well. I thought of all the others Jesus would put in their right minds, clothe and
send back home to love and be loved. I also remembered his words, "You will do greater things because I go
to the Father."
Now, on days when my feet are heavy and the work is slow and people are hard-headed and the world
seems perfectly content to continue it's slide toward Hell, I remember the pigs, and Legion, and Jesus. Then
my step quickens because maybe
just maybe - there's another Legion out there waiting for Jesus and me.
-··--·-------·-------·-··---·-··--··--···--·········-··---··--··-···-·-······-·--··-·--·-·----·--·-----··-··-·

··--·········--·--····-
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Dennis Crawford has recently moved from Bentonville, Arkansas, where
he was a minister and a writer for the Bentonville County Daily, to Hot
Springs to work as a freelance writer.
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CINDY AN
SEFUL

AVI
FY

BY BOBBIE LEE HOLLEY

indy and David Howard are an unusual couple by
any set of standards. Oh, their home doesn't
appear much different from others in the neighborhood-a rather large brick structure with columns in
front and a nicely mowed yard surrounding it-and
located near the public schools. But there are more
children coming and going than in most suburban
homes. And the parents do seem amazingly young.
Truth to tell, Cindy McPherson Howard at twentyfour has had more than twenty children. She wasn't
a child bride; there have been no miracles or
multiple births. Just "instant family." Cindy and
husband David are house parents in one of the four
foster homes sponsored by the Greater Chattanooga
(Tennessee) Services and Children's
Homes,
supported by the area Churches of Christ.
Married just over a year, Cindy (then twenty-two)
and David (then twenty,-eight) became house
parents when there was an unexpected vacancy at
the Tyner house. It was rough at first, they said,
suddenly to have a family of eight, some of whom

C
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were already seventeen. The children, sensing that
Cindy and David didn't know much about raising
children, took advantage at first. They can laugh
now about people saying to them, "You are doing a
pretty good job for as young as you are!"
Actually a rule requiring that a couple must have
been married at least two years before becoming
house parents was waived when the position at
Tyner became open-partly
because of David and
Cindy's eagerness and partly because they had
already had lots of experience with the children in
the various homes. "We
knew about the
backgrounds, the needs of these children and we
wanted the chance to help them, to give them some
guidance," explains David.
David and Cindy were members of separate
congregations-he
of the Central Church
in
Chattanooga and she of the Brainerd Church-when
they met Both had already been working with the
children of the various houses. Some friends of
Cindy had often kept children on weekends, and she

would help with them. She enjoyed them so much
that she too began keeping children some on
weekends to relieve the house parents. David, a
friend
of the then-director
of the homes,
volunteered to do repair and maintenance work.
Often being at one of the homes all day long, he
came to know the kids and became a "big brother"
to many of them.
By the time they married, Cindy and David knew
what they wanted ,to do: become house parents.
There have been a lot of joys, a lot of sorrows, a lot
of problems, times of discouragement; but both
believe they are doing something very worthwhile.
Both agree that they would like to continue even if
they have chi Id ren of their own.
Most of the children (ranging in age from fourteen
months to seventeen years) come from broken
homes. The mother of one child had been married
and divorced several times. One girl who had been
adopted twice and passed from foster home to foster
home discovered while with them that her mother,
whom she had thought dead, was alive. The parents
have poor parenting skills and can't manage the
children by the time they get to their teens. Often
the children are habitual truants from school. Many
are sent to the agency from the courts, or the
Department of Human Services has taken them into
custody-sometimes because of delinquency, but
more often because of unruliness or breakdown of the
home.
The periods of greatest discouragement are
usually when new children come. Some of them
make
the
transition
smoothly,
responding
immediately to the loving home atmosphere. (A lot
of hugging goes on.) Others bring their bad behavior
patterns, anger, hostility, and fears with them. If they

have been skipping school before they come, they
often try to continue doing so. One boy went off to
the bus .stop with all the others every morning but
didn't get on the bus. The other children didn't tell,
and Cindy and David didn't know until the truant
officer came to check on him. If a child refuses to go,
he or she is taken out of the home and put into a
correctional institution, for the law requires that
children in foster care must attend school.
Cindy
says circumstances
are sometimes
unbearable if they get several new children close
together. "If they are rebellious and acting 'crazy,'
they stir the others up." One girl, who they came to
realize was suicidal, was always slipping away and
they would find her walking down the highway
hitchhiking. David sensed that the two boys who
had been giving them lots of trouble were very, very
angry. He took them aside one night to talk to
them: "I know you guys are angry and you have a
right to be. I'd be angry too. But why are you taking
it out on me? What have I done to you? I really don;t
like it." Both boys agreed that he was right. One of
them straightened up and revealed himself to be a
very kind and sensitive person. Perhaps having been
hurt too badly, the other one was not able to realize
such a change.
In many ways typical of the children who come to
the home, Paul came to them when he was
fourteen. Sullen and withdrawn, he had been in
Juvenile Detention for constantly fighting with his
stepfather. The farrnly was on welfare; Paul had few
clothes and was doing poorly at school. The first
thing they did was to work on his self-esteem-had
his hair styled and bought him new clothes of which
he was not ashamed. He continued in his same
school until the end of the semester, bringing home

UPPER LEFT: David and Cindy
Howard with a part of their
family.
LEFT: The Tyner foster home, a
part of the Greater Chattanooga
Services and Children's lfomes.

NOTE: The names of all the
children mentioned in this article
have been changed.
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mostly F's and D's. By the end of the next
year-with David seeing that he did his school work
and helping him when necessary-he was making
straight B's with occasionally an A; and, at the time
of the interview, he had been nominated for the
Civics award at his school. Further, he was going to
help David give a sermon at the local congregation.
Probably their greatest challenge were brothers
Daniel and Robert, who came to them when
Daniel was four and Robert was fourteen months.

Malnourished and unskilled in social development,
Daniel could not talk and could not understand
words. His sounds were a kind of jibberish of
"made-up" words. He would cry and say "dago,"
which could mean almost anything. Robert, with a
filthy bottle, could not crawl, sit up, or eat solid
foods. Having been deserted by their mother and in
the care of an ailing grandmother (who had called
the agency), they had been left alone with Daniel
having to look after Robert and scrounge through
garbage to find food. Once their house caught on
fire when they were alone and they were rescued by
a nest-door neighbor.
R~bert frowned c~ntinually at first but very soon
warmed up to his new parents. Sharp and friendly,
he became a real charmer and was within normal
range of development when the boys were adopted
two years later.
Life was harder for Daniel. It was a year and a half
before he became very responsive. But they
discovered that he had a hearing disability and
perceptual problems that caused him to hear sounds
inaccurately. Even when he began to learn words,
he would pronounce only the first part of the
word-couldn't
really put the words together. But
by the time he left-having been in speech therapy-
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he was pronouncing the ends of words very
emphatically. His development too was almost up to
normal.
It was a sad day when Robert and Daniel left with
the "Life books" David and Cindy had made for
them. David and Cindy had wanted to adopt them
but were discouraged in that desire. They were
adopted quickly by a Christian family. "I remember
when they left," Cindy said, "and how hard I cried.
They have never been back because it would be too
hard for all of us."
For the most part life in the home is like it is in
most homes. I was especially impressed by the free
and open expressions of love and affection. The
children are polite and the younger ones greeted me
with hugs and kisses. They perhaps do not have as
much spending money as other children, but they
do have allowances. All except the youngest fix their
own breakfast and clean up. Cindy prepares dinner
and several clean up afterward. Other tasks include
vacuuming, dusting, cleaning bathrooms, mowing,
taking out garbage. Some of the older youngsters
have afternoon or weekend jobs outside the home.
There are house rules and curfews.
Each of the homes has a peripheral relationship to
a congregation or congregations near them; that is,
the homes are not directly sponsored or supported
by the congregations. However, the Tyner house has a
very close relationship to the Tyner congregation.
Besides contributing substantially to the agency,
they essentially built the house and continue to give
emotional and moral support to the house parents.
Church families keep the children one weekend a
month (or sometimes some of the children go home
for that weekend) and often bring meals over. The
minister has been especially supportive. David is
hoping to get a sponsoring family for each child who
will make a committment to keep the child one
weekend each month for at least six months, thus
providing for extended friendships outside the
home.
The children attend worship and are active in
church activities, but they are in no way pressured
to make any kind of formal commitment. David and
Cindy make it a point not to discuss religion with
them until they come to them with questions.
The Howards feel that they have been helpful in
making the agency more aware of the needs of
house parents and of the children and in getting
them to listen to the house parents. They feel the
need for more substantial support from the agency
in dealing with the problems of the children.
Currently, their only resource is a social worker.
They laughingly confess that at times they have
called their mothers to ask for advice.
Little things would mean such a lot to parents as

busy as Cindy and David: a little extra money so they
could go out to eat occasionally, to have a cleaning
person once or twice a week, funds for taking the
children places, especially in the summer.
Theirs is surely a life of love, for they recieve no
pay for their services as house parents. They have
the home, a gas allowance for the house's van, and
minimal funds for the necessities (food, etc.). Each
child has a $200 a year allowance for clothes.
Both Cindy and David attend the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga on a part-time basis. She
is trying to complete requirements for a degree in
social work and David is studying political science.
His dream is to become a lawyer so that he can be a
child advocate in the courts, but for the time being
he works as "grounds crew" supervisor at the
university.
Eight children (at a time) and all this too! There is
surely no way to compensate the devotion and love
with which they surround each child, the patience and
energy that goes into the building of a wholesome
family environment, and their personal dedication
to an exemplary Christian life-style.
Rewards come in small ways: seeing the children
change in desirable ways so that they are happier
with themselves, watching development in small
ones like Daniel and Robert, sending the children
back to be united with rebuilt families or to good
foster homes, building happy memories. And then
there are the special moments-just as in the life of
any family.
Maria came to the home just before her
seventeenth birthday, having run away from her own
home at fourteen to escape a mentally disturbed
mother who had put a gun to Maria's head
threatening to pull the trigger. She had been in and
out of foster homes. She liked being at Tyner, obeyed
the rules, and soon was calling Cindy and David
"Mother and Daddy." When she married a little
over a year later, David walked her down the aisle

(the sidewalk really) and Cindy was beaming
proudly as "mother of the bride." Maria and her
husband come often to visit and are always there
"on special occasions."
Both Cindy and David agree that, while life in the
big house is not always a Disneyland and they are
often discouraged by the enormity of the problems,
it is a rewarding and fulfilling kind of life.
Afterword: Since Mission's interview with the
Howards, they h;;J.veleft the Tyner house and moved
into an apartment of their own, awaiting the birth of
their first child. However, they are still very much a
part of life in the homes. They spend two nights a
week and some weekends staying in one or another
of the homes so that the house parents can have time
away. Later they will probably stay for longer periods
to enable the house parents to get away for vacations.
They feel that helping children and young people will
always be an important part of their lives.
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of Puritanism . The point of my article
was that Hester Prynne's personal
rights were crue lly crushed without
recourse; but thanks to our growing
sense of human rights as sacred and
inv iolable, Mar ian Gu inn did have
proper recourse. To this perfect ly valid
point I cou ld have added, space
permitting, that Hawthorne's great
work was a piercing indictment of a
false Hebraism and, as such, spoke
More on Collinsville
directly to the Collinsville case.
As to the word "eldership," even
our ... brother would have to agree
Editors Note: This is the authors rep ly that it is non-b iblical, though he might
to the lette r from John W. Smith in the
balk at Editor Reuel Lemmons's view
October 1984 issue concerning the that it is also anti-biblical. That it is also
article "From Hester Prynne to Mar ian bad Enblish lies in the fact that it has
Gu inn" (July 1984).
been rejected by the accepted
authority on the English language,
namely, the unabridged dictionary. I
It is curious how the expression of am sure he does not address "the
such basic Restoration concepts as deaconship" and certainly not 'the
cal ling Bible things by Bible names, teachership" or the "ministership,"
speaking on ly w here the Bible speaks, but such expressions are no more
eliminating a clergy, and the all- nonsensical. Perhaps he might feel less
with
Editor
Lemmons's
sufficiency of the assembly instead of furious
"the eldership" and "the minister" comment:
can arouse such fierce hostility w ithin
We have developed an "e ldera movement in wh ich restorationist
zeal has died.
ship." There were elders in the
New Testament, but where do we
An example is John W. Smith's ...
find an "eldership?" In fact we
letter (Oct. 1984), which leaves litt le
room for a dispassionate reply. But ...
have invented a whole fleet of
ships . . . . Many elders do not
I would like to respond to those parts
even know that it is a non-biblical
to which a reply seems possible.
term. We accept the practice with
First, the sketch of Mrs. Guinn's life,
such universality that to challenge
gleaned from a statement of the elders'
the idea is to kick a sacred cow .
attorney, was simp ly factual. I know of
A "ship" denotes a governing
nothing significant wh ich I cou ld have
board or body . . .. We are aware
added except a statement that she
that Paul told the Ephesian elders
received gracious help from members
to "feed the church over which
of the Collinsville church in getting
the Holy Spirit has made them
settled there
help including
overseers," but to use this to
babysitting, for which I am sure she
make elders governors is to use
was grateful. However, I would have
the passage wrongly . . . . There
had to add that such good deeds
was no chiefs-and-Indian synshould be without strings - a one-way
drome in the N.T. church . It is not
expression of the heart, and not as
an uncommon thing to hear
claims over her life . When that
happens,
they
cease
to
be
elders say, "We'll make the decipraiseworthy .
sions." Do none of us ever stop to
With respect to the tit le of my
see how many "decisions" the
article, I posited no special expertise
elders of the New Testament
on Hawthorne . ... But I have made
made?
my pilgrimage to Salem, and on to
Concord and the House of Seven
Such a search would quickly prove
Gables, for that matter . And in my that elder s did not rule, did not make
graduate course on American thought , deci sion s,
did
not
" withdraw
my students had the opportunity to fellowship,"
did
not
issue
examine Hawthorne as an inside critic commands to be obeyed, and were
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specifically proh ibited by Jesus from
exercising authority. Whe n Paul called
for action about a man liv ing with his
father's wife at Corinth, he did not
de legate the responsibility to elders,
but to the entire churc h. The
Collinsville elders acted w ithout New
Testament examp le or instruction.
They assumed an author ity not
conferred by the Bible . I realize they
did not create t he role which they
played. They found it full grown in our
church cu lture, and thus in a sense
were victims .of it, as was Mrs. Guinn;
and in this respect they deserve
sympathy. I am conf ide nt that nobody
has doubted their sincerity . It is tragic
t hat their unquest ioning assumption of
this non-bibl ical role as unlimited by
the laws of the land prevented them
from settling the case out of court at a
modest figure when t hey had the
opportunity.
One may hope that the Collinsville
case in calmer moments wi ll lead the
church to exp lore t his grow ing
problem of lordship to the end that the
pew wi ll cease to be the place for
spectators and become again t he
home for participants. Regrettably t he
chief difficu lty lies in the fact that the
pu lpit owes its emp loyment, its
live lihood, and its tenure to such a
non-bib lical institution and fears to
kick such a sacred cow.

Norman L. Parks
Murfreesboro, Tennessee

I liked your September issue, and it
got a lot of good comment from my
colleagues .

George Ewing
Abilene, Texas

My compliments for all your good
work. I enjoyed the last issue of
Mis sion on creativity .

Edwin S. Cleaves
Nashville, Tennessee

Here's How You Can Help Mission Journal

And Your Friends Too .
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We are currently engaged in a massive subscription drive. We are asking each of our subscribers to send in two
subscriptions to the journal. With this help we could triple our current distribution in a very short time .
Because we have found it necessary to raise our rates - though the change will not go into effect until January
1, 1985 - we are urging that you do this now while you can still get the cheaper rate. For those who send in as
many as seven subscriptions, we will extend your subscription for one additional year. Send your subscriptions
to MissionJournal, 12102 Tanglebriar Cove, Austin, TX 78750. Either enclose payment or we will be glad to bill
you.

Remember:

* Send in at least two new subscriptions.
* Renew your own subscription at this time.
* Remember that Christmas is coming and Mission makes a nice gift.
* Those who send in as many as 7 new subscriptions will have their
subscriptions extended for one year.

•
Effective January 1:
1 year~$12.00
3 year~$30.00
1 year (student) $7 .50
1 year (Senior Citizen) $7.50

Copies of the special issue on women in the church and the special
issue on preaching are available for classroom study. The cost is $.75
each with an order of 10 or more.
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